Its leader is strictly less than 19ye. Denote A-polynomial (A) the set of all the A-polynomials which can be formed between any two elements of A. The set A is said to be coherent 4 if it reduces to zero all its A-polynomials:
A-polynomial (A) rem A = {O} (or = 0).
Grobner
Bases.
We will have to calculate (non-differential) The following small lemmas are used in the proof.
a. Let R be a ring. Let 1 be an ideal and S be a multiplicative family of R. Let X be an indeterminate. b. We retain the notations of (a). Since 1: S = i~' (i,(I)) and the image of S in R/I: S contains no zero divisor, by (a), we have the isomorphisms Q(R/I:
c, Let R be a ring.
If a E R is nilpotent, then a-l R is the zero ring. R/(l) is also the zero ring. 3. By (c) and (d), the inversion of an element p of a product of fields only suppresses the fields of the product for which p has a zero component. The following lemma is a consequence of lemma 2 (property (P2)), the proof of which is left to the reader. It is used in the proof of the lemma 5 and shows that we may read the transcendence degree of a system without calculating the Grobner basis of (A) : H~, except the condition to ascertain that the ideal is non trivial. Let O be a regular system and A be the set of its equa. 1.
2.
3.
4.1
The system Q is transformed into a system of equations: the algorithm introduces a new unknown zi for each inequation h, # O of the system and rewrites hi #O as h~z~= 1.
A basis BO is computed following any elimination order 7?z satisfying:
Oy~<~j (for all derivatives Oy~and all unknowns .zJ),
The desired basis B is obtained by truncating B..
Only those polynomials of BO which do not involve z~are retained.
Proofs
Lemma 6 The Rosen feld-(%obner algorithm stops.
Proof
The set of the equations of each system 17i not obviously inconsistent, produced from A, contains A and at least one polynomial p @ K reduced w.r,t, A. Thus, the characteristic sets of the sets of the equations of the systems ri not obviously inconsistent are lower than A, for the usual ranking on autoreduced sets ([Ko], page 81). This ranking is a well ordering ([Ko] , proposition 3, page 81). Since the algorithm discards obviously inconsistent systems, Rosenfeld-Grobner stops. u
The two lemmas below deal with the correction of the algorithm.
Since Q corresponds to a particular case of 17,+1, we do not distinguish it from I'.+ 1, in order to simplify the statements.
Lemma 7 @ is a differential model of A if and only if $ is a differential model of some rz (1 < i < r + 1). Moreover, the differential models of the systems ri are disjoint.
We only give the main argument of the proof. Let @be a differential model of some system A = O, hl # 0,. ... h. # O. Let p be any polynomial and let F = p rem A. According to the definition of the models and to the specifications of Ritt's algorithm of reduction, we have~(p) = o * C#@) = o.
We need the notations below for the lemma 8, which is used for the calculus of characteristic sets in section 5. Let X be a system of equations and inequations, {Seq} be the radical differential ideal generated by the equations of the system, and Ii& be the multiplicative family generated by its inequations.
We denote~(/Z) the radical differential ideal {Xeq} : H;.
Lemma 8 If Y(A)
is prime and if / is the greatest indez such that rt has a differential model, then Y(A) = y(rt).
Proof According to the lemma 7 above and to the theorem of zeros,
so the index r? exists. We consider thus two cases.
1.
2, 4.2
No polynomial hi (1 s i < r) belongs to J(A). We prove that J'(l'.+l ) c 7(A) and the equality follows from the formula above (P= r + 1).
We have r,+l,eq c [Aeq] c J(A). Since the ideal is prime and since no polynomial hi belongs to it, we have H~+, nj(A) = 0. Now, assume that p c Y(17,+I) i.e.
that for some h E Hfl+l, we have hp E {l', +l,eq} c J(A). Since h @ J(A) and that ideal is prime, we have p E I(A).
Let t s r be the smallest index such that h, E J(A). We prove that all the ideals <(1'i ) (t < i~r + 1) are trivial and that J'(ri) C j(A). The equality follows from the formula above (/ = t), By the formula above, for t < i~r + 1 we have ht G J(A) C J'(ri ) but, according to the way the ri are computed, we have also ht G Hfi. These ideals J(r, ) are hence trivial and the corresponding systems f2i are not produced on the output of the program.
According to the hypothesis rt,,q C J(A). Since this ideal is prime and no polynomial hi (1 < i < t) belongs to it, we have HE n J(A) = @whence as in 1. above, 
Al is autoreduced with respect to the order z < y, the ideal (Al ) : H$$ is prime but its characteristic set is c:x+2=o, y-2=o.
The basis B of (Al) : H~,, computed with respect to the order 'Rz induced by 7?1 is almost a characteristic set of {Z}, but not quite. We give in the following section an example which shows that this is not necessarily the case. The theorem below indicates how to compute C from B.
Theorem 6 Let {2} be a prime differential ideal and fl be a regular system with respect to a ranking 7?1 such that {X} = [A]: H:. Let B be a Grobner basis of (A): H: computed with respect to the order 13z induced by RI.
The following algorithm calculates a characteristic set C of the ideal {X}, with respect to the ranking %?.1, from the basis B.
begin
Assume that the elements of B = bl < ..< bm are arranged in increasing order. C := {bl} fori:=2, . . ..mdo let u; and u~_ 1 be the leaders of bi and bi _~i f Ui # u~-I then C := C U {bi rem C} endif end end
Proof
We are going to successively establish the following points:
2.
4.
To determine C amounts to determining a characteristic set of the prime ideal (C) : Ha, with respect to the order %31.
B is a Grobner basis of (C): I&.
Let p = 1P~tidP + RP be a polynomial of (B) = (C): I&, whose initial 1P is not in the ideal. There exists then in B a polynomial b = Ib. Udb + Rb with db s dP and there exists in C a polynomial c = Ic Udc + R. with dc < dP.
Since neither lb, nor 1., appear in (B) = (C): H~, and since B and C are two subsets of the ideal, the algorithm described in the theorem extracts from B a set of polynomials oft he same rank as C, but which is not necessarily autoreduced in the sense of Rltt. The proof of the theorem is completed by:
The reductions carried out by the al~orithm mav not reduce the rank of the polynomials e;tracted from the basis. The system rz gives immediately a regular system % = I'z. The Grobner basis computation only simplifies the factor x in the first equation: B2 = {y, X2 + z}. The system J71 leads with no splittings to the regular system below. The Grobner basis computation is useless.
QI { j+y=o Z=(I Now, we may verify that (2i + 1) @ {2}. We apply the theorem 5: (2ti + 1) is reduced to zero by (~z + z) in~1, but reduced to 1 in flz.
We may also verify that i(2i + 1), which is the first derivative of (~z + x), belongs to {X}. This polynomial is reduced to zero by both systems Qz and fll,
Hidden algebraic contradictions
The following example does not have any physical significance, It shows the necessity to assure that the regular systems have models.
Consider the following system in~{u, v} equiped with three derivations 6Z, 6V and J.. The derivation operators are denoted by subscripts. The first is inconsistent. Remark that it is not detected before the Grobner bases computation, although our implementation of the splitting process looks for simple contradictions:
the final algebraic treatment is necessary. Here is the Grobner basis associated with the second system: u, u: -1, %Y7 UZuv -1.
Computing a characteristic set
The example below, which has no physical significance, shows the necessity to proceed with the described reductions in theorem 6 to obtain a characteristic set of a differential ideal that (we know) is prime.
Let Z be the following system of ordinary differential equations: We obtain (in a bit more than 3 seconds) a unique regular system Q1. The Grobner basis Bl that is associated to it is: If we extract
